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From growing their children, parents grow themselves, learning the lessons their children teach.
Growing up”, then, is as much a developmental procedure for parenthood as it is of childhood.
While countless books have already been written about the challenges of parenting, nearly all of
these position the mother or father as instructor and support-giver, the kid as learner and
looking for direction. as time passes it transforms in impressive, surprising ways. However the
parent-child relationship is more complicated and reciprocal; As our kids develop up, and we get
older, what used to be a one-way circulation of instruction and support, from parent to child,
becomes rather an exchange.voluntarily and involuntarily, with intention and serendipity,
frequently through resistance and struggle— What lessons do we take from their website and
incorporate into our worldviews? We start to learn from them.are embedded in their evolving
human relationships and shaped by the rapidly transforming world around them.frequently
despite our own emotionally fraught resistance— With Growing ONE ANOTHER Up, Macarthur
Prize–earning sociologist and educator Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot offers an intimately detailed,
emotionally powerful accounts of that experience. Building her publication on a series of in-
depth interviews with parents around the country, she offers a counterpoint to the usual
parental advancement literature that mostly worries the adjustment of parents with their
infants’ How are our perspectives as parents designed by our kids?an education built about
witness, growing, intimacy, and acceptance. rhythms and the ways parents weather the storms
of their teenage progeny. The lessons parents study from their offspring— watching that
fundamental connection shift over time.  from what they have observed of life that people,
perhaps, never experienced? From these parent portraits emerges the form of an education
composed by young adult kids— The focus here is on the lessons emerging adult kids, ages 15 to
35, show their parents. “Growing ONE ANOTHER Up is abundant with the voices of real parents
telling their own stories of raising kids and their children raising them; The amount of do we find
out— Parents and children of all ages will acknowledge themselves in these evocative and shifting
accounts and look at their own growing up in a revelatory new light.  
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A wonderful book. It's accessible, illuminating,engaging, inspiring, and filled with occasions of
profound reputation "Yes that's me" and a rich and nuanced understanding of the connection
between kids and parents-that ever changing and invaluable dynamic. This can be Sara Lawrence
Lightfoot's best work. Fascinating insights into the way we engage in conflict within .... A great
companion and information. The outdated adage that teachers learn more from their students
than they teach them, can be rewritten powerfully by Lawrence-Lightfoot as parents learn more
from their children..a triumph for her methodology of portraiture and on her behalf beautiful
command of terms and metaphor. Fascinating insights in to the way we engage in conflict within
our families as we each operate from our egos because we have learnt to undervalue ourselves
and maintain needing to be right and make others incorrect. The author is a beautiful writer and
researcher - I've read her other ... Actually am enjoying this book. The author is a beautiful writer
and researcher - I have read her various other books. It's as though she writes as my parenting
advancement evolves. A wonderful book.
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